
44We run 16 crews with 80 people to provide the 
best care possible for large commerical properties," says 
Environmental Landscape Services president Jack 
Roberts. 44We depend on our equipment to help us 
maintain our reputation as one of the best." 

Roberts has experimented with other commercial 
mowers over the years, but now uses only Buntons. At 
last count he had 29 of them. Here's what the company's 
supervisors say about Bunton mowers. 
Long Life 

44 We get years of hard use out of our mowers. All of 
our equipment is two-cycle, so maintenance is simple, 
there are no fuel mix-ups, we get added torque, and we 
don't burn up engines when we run them on steep hills," 
says John Sumner. 
Dependability 

"The dependability of the mower is incredible," 
says Leslie Clark. "The design is well thought out and 
the workmanship is the best I've ever seen. We know 
our Buntons will start in the morning, run all day and 
be ready to work tomorrow." 

Quality Cut 
"We provide a weed-free, scalp-free turf for the 

highest profile clients in town," says Paul Summers. 
"We're known for our quality of cut. With Bunton we 
always get the good, clean cut we need, even under the 
most demanding conditions." 
Track Record 

44 Year after year, Bunton has proven to be a quality 
piece of equipment," says Gary Smith. "Serious thought 
and continuous research goes into all of our purchasing 
decisions, and we only buy equipment that takes care of 
us and our customers." 

If mowing is the backbone of your business, you 
need quality equipment that will take care of you and 
your customers. Call for the name of the local Bunton 
dealer in your area. 
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